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RULES 
of application of methods on determination of customs value of goods according to the 

transaction value of identical goods (Method 2) and according to the transaction value of 
similar goods (Method 3) 

I. General provisions 

1. These rules shall be used in the application of the me





I n this case, a signific a n t factor in determi n i n g the identit y of the goods is the presenc e 
of the famous fashion brand, which affects the re putat i o n of the product on the market. Name of 
a famous fashion designer provides for a differ e n t level of prices and other market unlike the 
dresses of the second lot, produced under the not  so famous fashion brand. In this regard, 
dresses from the first lot and dresses from the second lot cannot be c onsidered identical or 
simil a r.  

Example 5. Rubber tires, identical in type (w inter tires), size, speed rating, load index, 
made by two different manufacturers in the same  country are imported into  the customs territory 
of the Customs Union. However, each manufa c t u r e r has its own trademar k. Howe ver, the tires 
produced by these manufacturers are made in  accor d a n c e with the same standard, have the 
same qualit y, the same reputa t i o n in the market and are used for the produc t i o n of cars in the 
customs territo r y of the Customs Union. 

Due to the fact that these rubber tires are manufac t u r e d under differe n t tradema r k s, 
they are not identic a l in all resp ect s and cannot be conside r e d as  identical. However, the rubber 
tires have the same charact e r i s t i c s and the same reputat i o n in the market, which gives them the 
ability to perform the same function s and to be  commerci a l l y intercha n g e a b l e. Thus, given the 
fact that rubber tires are manufac t u r e d in ac corda n c e with the same standar d, of the same 
materia l and enjoy the same reputa t i o n in the market and ar e commerc i a l l y interc h a n g e a b l e, 
they can be consi d e r e d simil a r.  n  o f  t h e 8 e g u l a r  s o d i u m  p e r o x i d e  f o r  bleaching and special sodium peroxide 

(specia l quali t y) for labor a t o r y studi e s are impo rt e d into the custom s terri t o r y of the Customs U n i o n .  S p e c i a l  s o d i u m  p e r o x i d e  i s  m a d e  o f  h i g h l y  p u r i f i e d  p o w d e r e d  f o r m  i n g r e d i e n t s  a n d  
therefo r e the price of special sodium peroxide is higher than the price of regular sodium 

 instead of the special peroxide solution, as 
the level of purific a t i o n of regular  sodium peroxide is not suitabl e for use in the laborato r y.   

Wherea s the goods are not the same in all respec t s, they cannot be consid e r e d as 
identic a l goods.  

Due to the high prices of specia l sodiu m 
bleachi n g, and the regular sodium peroxid e is no t suitable for use in the laborato r y. Therefore, 
despite the fact that both types of sodium pe roxi d e have simila r charac t er i s t i c s and compos i t i o n 
of the componen t s, they are not commerci a l l y interc h a n g e a b l e goods. Thus, the regular sodium 
peroxide and a special sodium peroxide cannot be considered  similar goods.   

 
When making the decision to classify goods as identical or similar it is necessary to 

distinguish between the terms "the country in which the goods are produced" and "country of 
origin", as an important factor to recognize the goods as identical or similar is the country where 
the goods are produced, and not a country which is recognized as the country of origin in 
accordance with the rules for determining the country of origin of goods (Article 58 of the 
Customs Code of the Customs Union). The coincidence of the country in which the goods are 
produced, and their country of origin is more common than the situation when the country in 
which the goods are produced is not the country of origin, recognized as such in accordance with 
the rules for determining the country of origin of goods.    

 
n of 7. Two cars are import e d into the customs territory of the Customs Union, one 

of which is assemb l e d at the plant in Turkey from compone n t s and assembl i e s, manufact u r e d in 
Germany, and the other is made at the plant in Germany.  



Car assemb l y operat i o n s in this  case do not meet the criteria  for sufficient processing. 
In this regard, the country of origin of the ca r, assembl e d in Turkey, is Germany and a country 
of manufacture is Turkey. Thus, whereas these ve hicles are produced in di fferent countries (one 
in Turkey and one in German y), they are neithe r ident i c al nor simila r. 

 
III. Conditions of application of the Method 2 and Method 3 

 
7. The customs value of goods imported into the customs territory of the Customs 

Union can be determined according to the Method 2, when the customs value cannot be 
determined according to the transaction value of imported goods (method 1), as follows: 

a) when there are no sale and purchase transaction and the price actually paid or payable 
for the imported goods (goods are transported across the customs border of the Customs Union 
under the agreement, other than a contract of sale, for example under the gratuitous contract, the 
lease contract which fixes a monthly lease fee for the use of the product for a certain period of 
time) (paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 4 of the Agreement);    

b) when at least one of the conditions of application of method 1 imposed by paragraph 
1 of Article 4 of the Agreement is not fulfilled; 

c) when there is no reliable, quantifiable and documentary information about the 
customs value of goods, including the information required to confirm the price actually paid or 
payable, and the implementation of additional charges to the price actually paid or payable 
(paragraph 3 of Article 2 of the Agreement).  

8. The customs value of goods imported into the customs territory of the Customs 
Union can be determined according to the Method 3, when their customs value cannot be 
determined according to the Method 1 and Method 2 (for example, there is no information on the 



goods and for identical or similar goods are similar should be considered, i.e. market conditions 
of these goods should be considered.  

In determining  “at or about the same period of time” such factors as type and nature of 
the goods, a season of the import of the estimated and identical or similar goods, and trade 
practice (e.g., comparative value in the period of both high and falling demand for the goods) 
should be considered. Thus, for a time the price of goods changes with the change of supply and 
demand, or due to the obsolescence of the goods (the release of more modern and technically 
advanced goods), or due to changes in fashion for some goods, or due to the seasonal nature of 
the goods (e.g., the price for apples in late summer and the price for the same apples in winter), 
etc.   

Based on the form and nature of the goods “at or about the same period of time” should 
be determined individually in each case taking into account the specific circumstances. Thus, 
seasonal goods should be considered in relation to the time of year (summer clothes collection, 
harvest time, etc.), technical goods (computers, monitors, TVs) – as applied to technical 
progress: the emergence of new, improvement and major distribution of current technology, etc. 

 
Example.  In the produc t i o n of automo b i l e batter i e s lead repres e n t s a large part of the 

cost of the finish e d produc t, which has a stable price on the world market. If the fluctua t i o n s in 
the price of lead are insig n i f i c a n t, the time perio d for the appli c a t i o n of the Metho d 2 or Method 
3 may not be limited to the rigid framew or k (with comparab l e technica l and function a l 
chara c t e ri st i c s of the batte r i e s). Howeve r, if the price of lead will largel y incre a s e d or decli n e d, 
then in determining “at or about the same period of time” for th e application of the Method 2 or 
Method 3 the period of tim e should be taken into account wh en prices, in par ticul a r for lead, 
were comparable.  

 
Thus, “at or about the same period of time” means the time period with the same 

(similar) situation on market of the goods with a stable market condition. 
10. The Method 2 or Method 3 do not apply if there is no documentary information on 

the import into the customs territory of the Customs Union of identical or similar goods or 
documentary information confirming the validity and value adjustment accuracy of transaction 
value of identical or similar goods, taking into account the differences in commercial levels of 
sales and (or ) in quantities of identical or similar goods, as well as a significant difference in the 
costs referred to in subparagraphs 4 – 6 of paragraph 1 of Article 5 of the Agreement due to 
differences in the distance they are moved (transported), and type of transport used. 

 
IV. Adjustment of the transaction value of identical or similar goods 

 
11. In the application of the Method 2 or Method 3 to determine the customs value of 

estimated (imported) goods it is necessary as closely as practicable to use the transaction value of 
identical or similar goods sold at the same commercial level and in  substantially the same 
quantities as estimated (imported) goods. 

12. In considering the issue on adjustment of the transaction value, taking into account 
the differences in commercial levels of sales, it should be considered the position taken by the 
buyer in the sale of goods, namely, whether the buyer assumes: 

subsequent wholesale of goods; 
subsequent retail sale of goods; 





After identifying a transaction conforming one of these conditions, appropriate value 
adjustments should be made in respect of only a quantity factor, or only commercial level 
factors, or  both the quantity and commercial level factors.  

The expression "and (or)" for purposes of these Rules allows flexibility to use the sales 
and make the necessary adjustments if any one of these conditions are fulfilled. 

15. The existence of differences in commercial levels of sales and (or) in the quantities 
of goods does not require adjustment. Adjustment is necessary, if these differences affect the 
price of goods as such. If the price difference is due to differences in commercial levels of sales 
and (or) in the quantities of goods, the adjustment is made in order to bring prices of compared 
goods to a comparable form. 

Adjustment of the transaction value of identical or similar goods is carried out on the 
basis of reliable data that clearly establishes the reasonableness and accuracy of the adjustments 
regardless whether it leads to an increase or a decrease in the value. Thus, the adjustment of the 
transaction value of identical or similar goods in relation to the differences in commercial levels 
of sales may be carried out only in presence of a valid price list containing prices referring to 
different levels of commercial sales.    

 
Example. Evaluated (importe d) goods ar e supplied in quantiti e s of 10 units, and 

identi c a l or simila r goods, the custom s value of which has been determin e d accordin g to method 
1 and accept e d by the custom s body were suppli e d in quanti t i e s of 500 units. Under the terms of 
the purchase and sale contract of  these products and documentary pr oven that the seller offers 
discou n t s for quanti t y (for exampl e, a price list was attach e d to the contra c t).  

In this case, the neces s ar y trans ac t i o n valu e adjustment can be carried out using the 
specif i e d price list from which the selling price of goods in quantities of 10 units should be 
chosen. There is no need to search for sales of  identic a l or similar goods in quantit y of 10 units, 
if the curren t price list is compi l ed in such a wa y that the same price is fixed in relatio n to 
determin i n g the range of produc ts, such as 1 to 100 units. 

 
16. The transaction value adjustment of identical or similar goods is also carried out in 

case of a significant difference in 



In some seaports, through which the goods are exported or imported, higher seaport 
charges are collected for services related to the use of infrastructure, safety and order of 
navigation in the seaports than in others. Costs for loading, unloading and handling of goods at 
seaports, paying mooring, parking at the dock and on the roads and etc. can be different. 

Depending on the type of transport estimated (imported) and identical or similar goods 
are transported, the carriage (transportation) costs may also vary significantly (e.g., estimated 
(imported) goods transported by rail, and identical or similar goods have been delivered by air, 
which is more expensive).  

Insurance costs can vary significantly depending on the type of transport and the chosen 
route of carriage (transportation) of estimated (imported) and identical or similar goods, as well 
as the use of different types of insurance. 

Adjustment for difference in cost is possible if there a documentary information on 
tariffs for the carriage (transportation) by different transport and insurance in the delivery of 
estimated (imported) and identical or similar goods.  

17. In accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 6, paragraph 3 of Article 7 of the 
Agreement in the case of more than one transaction value of identical or similar goods (after 
appropriate transaction value adjustments, which takes into account the differences in 
commercial levels of sales and (or) in the quantities of goods, as well as costs referred to in 
paragraph 16 of these Rules) to determine the customs value of estimated (imported) goods the 
lowest transaction value shall be applied.   
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